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Abstract
This research article provides an overview of different types of cryptocurrencies,
smart contracts, DAOs, NFTs, Metaverse and their applications in different
industries. The objective is to explore the technology of blockchain beyond
cryptocurrencies. Through an extensive review of scientific literature, press
releases, white papers, and interviews, this article showcases the versatility of
blockchain across a wide range of industries—from gaming to logistics and real
estate. By examining its applications, this research demonstrates the transformative
potential of blockchain in reshaping traditional ways of running a business.
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1. Introduction
The rapid advancement of blockchain technology has started to revolutionize business in multiple different
industries. Cryptocurrencies, smart contracts, decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs), non-fungible
tokens (NFTs), and the emerging concept of Web 3.0 represent significant milestones in this transformative
journey. The following research takes a comprehensive look at different technologies within blockchain world
and how companies have implemented it in a diverse way. Cryptocurrencies is the first and most well-known
application of blockchain technology. Since the introduction of Bitcoin (BTC) in 2009, there has been a myriad
of currencies, including ETH, ADA, XRP, LTC, DOT, XLM—each trying to improve security, scalability, or
speed of original BTC. An introduction of Etherium, second biggest currency by market capitalization, created
an entirely new paradigm in the blockchain world—smart contracts. With the spread of smart contracts,
developers got an opportunity to create complicated financial agreements involving products and services
without a third-party intervention. The first Decentralized Autonomous Organization had been created. Sooner
rather than later, DAOs have changed an entire financial industry. Nowadays, autonomous organizations are
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being used in decentralized finance, yield farming, decentralized exchanges, staking, and payroll processing.
Another application of smart contracts have been found in non-fungible tokens (NFT). What most people refer
to as digital art, NFT is a technology that allows to store and transfer valuable information on blockchain.
NFTs are being used in a variety of different fields: from intellectual property (IP) and patents, to real estate and
gaming. Last but not least, the new generation of the internet, Web 3.0, aims to connect all of these technologies
in one place, bringing more security, transparency and decentralization for users. An ideal Web 3.0 world
would consist of a met averse, a virtual reality environment where people can communicate, spend their free
time together, buy virtual real estate, and even conduct business. To be able to build such virtual environment
user would need to utilize some kind of new virtual currency–crypto currencies, and the business to be
conducted via autonomous organizations. As a result, blockchain technology has evolved beyond
cryptocurrencies and financial transactions. Today, it serves as a platform to build new organizations, earn
money, and socialize.

2. Cryptocurrencies
Bitcoin is the world's first decentralized digital currency. Developed by an anonymous person or group
known as Satoshi Nakamoto, it was released in 2009. Decentralization means that transfer of Bitcoins is done
directly from person to person; banks or clearing houses are not required to complete a transaction. Because of
this, fees are much lower than traditional methods of transfer. You can send or receive Bitcoin in any country
because of it’s peer-to-peer design. Your wallet that stores the digital currency cannot be frozen or blocked, and
there are no prerequisites for use or transfer limits.

Historically, valuable commodities such as gold were used to store and exchange value. Gold has all the
attributes of value to make it a good form of money; it’s widely accepted, valued, and trusted. Because it became
inconvenient to always carry around gold, paper money was used to communicate and exchange the value of
the gold that an individual owned in the form of a paper bill. The physical amount of gold represented by these
bills was stored by a central bank or government under whom the paper currency was issued. A bill represents
an invoice, or a receipt that the gold is payable to the bearer on demand. In this case, a paper bill represented
that the equivalent value in gold could be redeemed at any time by the bill holder. Everyone trusted the paper
currency because they knew the value of the paper was backed by the same value of gold being held by the
government and banks (Britannica, 2023).

Over time, this strict link between gold and paper bills began to falter, as centralized authorities wanted to
issue more paper without having the adequate amount of gold to back it up. Eventually, gold backed currency
became completely eliminated and money became backed solely by the government’s promise and good faith.
The value of today’s money comes from a legal status given to it by a central authority and the trust put into it
by citizens and other countries (Lioudis, 2022). This type of money is called ‘fiat currency’, and its value is
determined solely by the centralized government and banking system. Today’s money also isn’t limited in
quantity, and can be inflated at the whim of the governing body. It is also inherently inflated by the design of
the banking system, commonly known as fractions reserve banking (Nevil, 2023). Through fractional reserve
banking, banks are able to create money by lending deposits to borrowers.

This centralization of modern currency enables an easy shift to digitization. But, how does this work? If I
have a digitized file that represents a dollar, what stops me from copying the file a hundred times and having
one hundred dollars? This challenge represents the ‘Double Spend Problem’ which arises from the fact that
anything digital can be copied or replicated. Banks solve this problem by operating a trusted parties, which
means that they keep a private centralized ledger in which they record transactions, and people trust that the
banks are running that ledger honestly. This ledger is private, and keeps track of who owns what by tracking
everyone’s account on the bank's computer systems. Everybody trusts the bank and its systems, leading to a
trust based system that relies on a central authority (Frankenfield, 2022). This system faces challenges, though,
especially around inflation, bailouts, and lack of control over funds. These pain points stem from the system
being centralized and trust based. Many have hitherto tried to implement a decentralized digital currency
solution, but none were able to succeed in solving the double spend problem. That is, until the invention of
Bitcoin.
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Unlike banks that run on trust, Bitcoin is trustless. Parties to a transaction don’t have to know or trust each
other. The ledger, or record of transactions for Bitcoin, is public. This means that anyone can view the transactions
and balances that are taking place. If person A sends B amount of Bitcoin to person C, the blockchain will
publicly display the amount of Bitcoin sent and the time of the transaction, but a curious individual wouldn’t
be able to determine the identities of person A and C. This promotes security and privacy for users through
pseudo-anonymity. While the ledger is public, user details are private. Bitcoin is completely decentralized,
and works on a decentralized network of computers where individuals are incentivized to provide support for
the network in exchange for Bitcoin rewards. Every computer on the network keeps an updated copy of the
ledger. This is what’s known as the blockchain. Such a decentralized system makes fraudulent behavior near
impossible, as a hacker would have to infiltrate or destroy thousands of computers around the world that
comprise the bitcoin network, each of which keeps a constantly updated version of the public ledger. Each
computer in the network is called a ‘node’, and the entire network is composed of thousands of nodes which
work together to complete transactions, solve problems, and verify data on the blockchain.

The maintenance of the public ledger occurs on the blockchain through a process called Bitcoin ‘mining’,
which is simultaneously the process by which new Bitcoins are created. Bitcoin mining is akin to the process
of mining gold. Just as there’s a finite supply of gold on earth, and progressively more energy must be spent to
mine the remaining gold, there’s a finite amount of Bitcoins and it takes increasing amounts of computing
power to unlock the remaining new Bitcoins. Bitcoin uses a cryptographic system based on proof of work to
complete transactions, add new blocks of information to its blockchain, and to mine new Bitcoins. When
Bitcoin transactions occur between users, computers in the network compete to solve a complex math problem.
Whichever computer solves this problem first gets the right to record a group, or block, of these transactions in
the public ledger (Hong, 2023). The computer then sends the correct answer to the math problem and the
selected block of transaction data to the network, where other computers in the Bitcoin network verify both of
these items. This verification by other computers requires minimal effort in comparison to the original solution
process. After this, other nodes in the network update their own version of the ledger, and broadcast these
updates to all nodes. This process of grouping data and updating the Bitcoin transaction ledger is the process
of creating a new ‘block’ of transaction data on the blockchain. The blockchain is simply a chain of recorded
and verified transaction data, the same as a ledger. The computer which first came up with the correct solution
to the complex math problem is rewarded with a small amount of newly ‘mined’ bitcoins as a reward for
completing the work. This ‘proof of work’ system requires that one party prove to others (the network) that it
has expended significant computational power to complete the given problem.1

Bitcoin has revolutionized finance by being a currency that isn’t dependent on governments or central
banks and maintains the hallmarks of functionality that a currency needs: a store of value, a medium of
exchange, and a unit of account.2 Because of its decentralized nature, Bitcoin doesn’t rely on the trust between
users and a central authority. Instead, thousands of nodes throughout the network maintain a fraction of the
network responsibility, and protocols are put in place to prevent potential violations of the system’s integrity.3

Its decentralized nature, powered by a robust blockchain technology, boasts transparency, security, and
immutability. With an extensive global network of nodes, Bitcoin transactions are highly secure and impervious
to hacking attempts thanks to a consensus mechanism. In order to make any changes on the blockchain, an
intruder must obtain at least 51% of the entire network (Bradbury, 2013). In case of Bitcoin, it is merely impossible,
since obtaining thousands of Bitcoins would create a large liquidity squeeze and the price would skyrocket.
On the other hand, if holders find out that the system might be vulnerable to 51% attack, they will start selling,
creating a great supply excess and crashing the price (Vermaak, 2021). Throughout market fluctuations and
economic uncertainties, Bitcoin has demonstrated its resilience, earning its reputation as a trustworthy and
increasingly popular digital currency (Figure 1).

1 Nakamoto, S. (2009). Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System. Bitcoin BTC whitepapers. Retrieved February 26, 2023,
from https://whitepaper.io/coin/bitcoin

2 The discussion whether crypto-assets should be considered as money. On one hand, crypto currencies do not have an official
issuer, and therefore, cannot be classified as money: Söderberg, G. (2018). Are Bitcoin and Other Crypto-Assets Money?.
Economic Commentaries, 5, 14. On the other hand, crypto-currencies arguably satisfy three typical theories of money: commodity
theory, fiat theory, and credit theory. Bjerg, O. (2016). How is bitcoin money?. Theory, Culture & Society, 33(1), 53-72.

3 Xu, J.J. (2016). Are Blockchains Immune to All Malicious Attacks?. Financial Innovation, 2(1), 1-9.
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Since the arrival of Bitcoin as the first cryptocurrency, other cryptos have been developed which introduced
minor changes relative to Bitcoin. In addition to specific coins, classifications of these new coins have been
developed. Coins that are not Bitcoin are often referred to as ‘Altcoins’, being alternative forms of the original
cryptocurrency (Table 1). The following 5 cryptocurrencies-Ripple, Cardano, Litecoin, Polkadot, and Stellar
Lumens—are some of the most widely traded and well known altcoins (Figure 2). Bitcoin has been and likely
will remain the king of crypto, but these altcoins provide structural and utility-based improvements that the
market finds useful.

Figure 1: Bitcoin Price Hikes Over the Last Ten Years

Figure 2: Price Comparison of Ten Largest Crypto-Currencies on Logarithmic Scale
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Cryptocurrency Ticker 
Initial 

Release 
Peak Market 
Cap. (Date) 

Circulating 
Supply (11/2022) 

Max Supply 
Consensus 
Mechanism 

Bitcoin BTC 2009 
$1.27 trillion 
(Nov 2021) 

19,299,550 21 million Proof-of-Work 

Ethereum ETH 2015 
$558.97 billion 

(Nov 2021) 
122,373,866 Unlimited Proof-of-Stake 

Tether USDT 2014 
$83.21 billion 
(May 2022) 

70,590,595,923 Unlimited N/A 

Binance Coin BNB 2017 $109.09 billion 
(Nov 2021) 

157,896,589 Unlimited Proof-of-Stake 

USD Coin USDC 2018 $55.86 billion 
(Jun 2022) 

42,172,547,179 Unlimited N/A 

Ripple XRP 2012 $117.03 billion 
(Jan 2018) 

50,950,912,949 100 billion 
Stellar 

Consensus 
Protocol 

Cardano ADA 2017 
$94.97 billion 

(Sept 2021) 
34,653,782,300 45 billion Proof-of-Stake 

Polygon MATIC 2019 $19.53 billion 
(Dec 2021) 

8,734,317,475 10 billion Proof-of-Stake 

Binance USD BUSD 2019 
$23.47 billion 

(Nov 2022) 
11,944,678,177 Unlimited N/A 

Dogecoin DOGE 2013 
$89.08 billion 
(May 2021) 

132,670,764,300 Unlimited Proof-of-Work 

Solaba SOL 2020 
$75.66 billion 

(Nov 2021) 
378,289,933 Unlimited Proof-of-History 

Polkadot DOT 2020 $53.21 billion 
(Nov 2021) 

1,160,113,740 Unlimited Proof-of-Stake 

Shiba Inu SHIB 2020 $43.51 billion 
(Oct 2021) 

549,063,278,876,302 1 quadrillion Proof-of-Work 

Litecoin LTC 2011 
$23.17 billion 
(May 2021) 

72,347,440 84 million Proof-of-Work 

Tron TRX 2017 
$14.76 billion 

(Jan 2018) 
91,494,202,262 Unlimited Proof-of-Stake 

Avalanche AVAX 2020 
$30.19 billion 

(Nov 2021) 
315,125,667 720 million 

Snow 
Consensus 

Protocol 

Uniswap UNI 2018 
$22.61 billion 
(May 2021) 

762,209,327 1 billion 
Proof-of-Staked-

Authority 

Dai DAI 2017 
$10.31 billion 

(Feb 2022) 
5,212,475,448 Unlimited Proof-of-Stake 

Wrapped BTC WBTC 2019 
$15.44 billion 

(Nov 2022) 
175,597 Unlimited 

Proof-of-
Reserve 

Chainlink LINK 2017 $20.76 billion 
(May 2021) 

507,999,970 1 billion Proof-of-Stake 

Table 1: Presents Information on the Top 20 Cryptocurrencies, Showcasing their Peak Market
Capitalization, Circulating Supply, Maximum Supply, and Consensus Mechanism
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Ripple (XRP) is different from Bitcoin because it’s designed to enable fast, cheap international money
transfers. Banks and payment providers alike can use XRP to fund cross-border transactions, reduce the need
for foreign exchange, and provide liquidity to small countries with weaker currencies. Ripple is built on the
XRP Ledger, a decentralized open-source protocol that supports a variety of tokens representing fiat currency,
cryptocurrency, commodities, or other units of value such as frequent flier miles or mobile minutes (Schwartz
et al., 2014).

Cardano (ADA) is similar to Bitcoin in that it is a digital currency which uses a blockchain, but it has some
technical differences that make it more secure and able to handle more transactions. Cardano utilizes a proof-
of-stake (PoS) consensus algorithm to validate and mine new currency, unlike Bitcoin which uses proof-of-
work (PoW).4 In a PoS system, the process of confirming transactions and creating new blocks is done by
people who hold the digital currency, instead of people who use powerful computers to mine. These people are
called validators, and they are chosen randomly to create new blocks based on the amount of digital currency
they hold and are willing to “stake” (commit) as collateral. If you own a lot of Cardano, you can stake, or ‘put
up’, some of your tokens which are then locked on the blockchain. In essence, this gives you the right to process
and validate transactions. For different coins using PoS, the minimum amount of tokens required for staking,
as well as the minimum duration of staking, varies. In general, this process of staking requires less energy and
computational power compared to a PoW system. In comparison to Bitcoin, Cardano is designed to provide a
more secure and scalable infrastructure for the development of decentralized applications and smart contracts
(Hoskinson, 2017).

Litecoin (LTC) is a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency based on the Bitcoin protocol, but with several technical
improvements such as increased block size and faster block generation time. Ultimately, these improvements
mean that LTC has faster transaction speeds, lower transaction fees, and can process more transactions in a
given period of time than Bitcoin. The time in which it takes Bitcoin to add a block to its blockchain is 10
minutes, whereas LTC takes just 2.5 minutes. LTC can also process 54 transactions per second, compared to
Bitcoin’s 5 transactions/sec. LTC transaction fees are also around 1-2 cents, compared to BTC fees which can
range anywhere between $2-10 USD. These efficiencies make LTC more convenient to use, similar to a form of
digital cash intended to be more efficient for smaller, everyday transactions. It uses a proof-of-work consensus
algorithm and is designed to be a lightweight version of Bitcoin (Lee, 2011).5

Polkadot (DOT) is different from Bitcoin and many other tokens because it is a protocol that connects
different blockchains together.6 If you think about a polka dot pattern, the individual dots are different tokens
and their respective blockchains: Bitcoin, LTC, ADA, ETH, etc. Polkadot is a tool which enables lines to be
drawn between the individual dots, so that the different networks can communicate and interact with each
other. It acts like a network of roads that connect different homes in a community. This means that different
digital currencies and online tools can work together in new and powerful ways. It allows for the transfer of
data, assets, and tokens between different chains, which enables the creation of decentralized applications
that are not limited to a single blockchain ecosystem. Polkadot also uses a different way to confirm transactions
called “Nominated Proof of Stake” which is different from Bitcoin, and is designed to provide a more
decentralized and secure way to reach agreement on the state of the network. Validating nodes, or those who
want to participate in the network, have to stake 10,000 DOT coins (Wood, 2016).
4 A comparative analysis of advantages, drawbacks, and applications of different types of consensus mechanisms. Hazari, S.

S. and Mahmoud, Q.H. (2019). Comparative evaluation of consensus mechanisms in cryptocurrencies. Internet Technology
Letters, 2(3), e100.

5 Since the increased popularity of Bitcoin, users have faced problems with scalability and transaction speeds. The Lightning
Network is a second-layer protocol built on top of a blockchain, such as Bitcoin or Litecoin, that aims to address the scalability
and transaction speed limitations of these blockchains (Poon and Dryja, 2016). It was proposed as a solution to facilitate
faster and cheaper micro transactions while reducing the load on the main blockchain. In essence, the Lightning Network
enables off-chain transactions between participants who have established payment channels. These payment channels are like
tunnels through which users can conduct multiple transactions without directly involving the main blockchain. This technology
allows for significantly increased scalability since every single transaction is neither verified nor recorded on the blockchain.
Instead, when the participants decide to settle the balance or close the payment channel, the final state of the payment channel
is verified and the n recorded on the blockchain. This reflects the net result of all the transactions that occurred within the
payment channel.

6 Different networks use different token standards. For example, BNB Chain uses BEP-20 and Ethereum uses ERC-20. The
purpose of Polkadot is to connect BNB Chain and Ethereum in a more direct/decentralized way.
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Stellar Lumens (XLM) is one of the oldest altcoins, and focuses on making it easy for people to access
financial services, such as bank accounts, loans, and investments. It aims to make financial services accessible
to people regardless of their income level, as long as they have an internet connection and some basic hardware.
Historically, cross-border transactions have had long wait times and high transaction fees. An XLM transaction
is finalized within 2-5 seconds, and charges a fee less than 1/500,000th of a cent. The Stellar Development
Foundation (SDF) also partnered with MoneyGram, a common software used for international money transfer,
to enable users to convert XLM to fiat currency without the need for a bank. If a Stellar user wants to send $USD
to another user, they send ‘dollar tokens’ to that user. Those dollar tokens are backed 1:1 in a bank account
which holds dollars for this purpose. The end recipient can use those tokens or cash them out to any currency
they desire, at the lowest exchange rate available, without having to go through a lengthy conversion process.
The process of tokenizing and converting fiat currency to be used or exchanged on and off of the blockchain is
done by third party companies called ‘anchors’ which work with the SDF. This level of speed and accessibility
in the XLM ecosystem is part of the SDF’s goal to democratize finance globally. To validate and expand its
blockchain, XLM uses a different consensus algorithm than Bitcoin called the Stellar Consensus Protocol
(SCP) which allows for the creation of decentralized, low-latency, and scalable networks (Mazieres, 2018).

In addition to Altcoins, ‘Stablecoins’ emerged after Bitcoin. Stablecoins are cryptocurrencies which are
pegged to another commodity or currency. The most commonly used stablecoins are pegged to the U.S. Dollar,
while others are pegged to gold, other cryptocurrencies, or other fiat currencies. Some are maintained by an
algorithm which limits the amount of coin in circulation.7 Stablecoins are used to offer, as their name implies,
stability. Users desire such stability in the face of the massive volatility which is seemingly ever present in the
crypto markets. Bitcoin regularly fluctuates by more than 10% in a day, which doesn’t make for the most
reassuring currency to accept as a merchant or vendor.8 Market participants wanted a way to transact using
cryptocurrency that ensured a relatively safe store of value, and stablecoins were born. There are three different
types of stablecoins, differing in the mechanism they each use to maintain their peg to their paired currency.
The first type is fiat-collateralized stablecoins, which are backed by a fiat currency such as the U.S. dollar or the
Euro. This type of stablecoin can also be backed by a commodity such as gold, silver, lumber, or oil. In any case
of a fiat-collateralized stablecoin, the coin has 100% of its value held in reserve. Whether in a fiat currency or
commodity, the reserve is widely accepted and easily liquidated. This makes holders of the stablecoin feel
secure, and promotes liquidity in the stablecoin market.

The second type of stablecoin is crypto-collateralized. This means that its reserve is stored in crypto, such
as Bitcoin, Ethereum, or another widely accepted altcoin. The reserves can also be held in a variety of
cryptocurrencies to increase diversification. Due to the volatile nature of the crypto markets, these reserves can
be subject to intense price fluctuations. For this reason, crypto-collateralized stablecoins have significantly
more than 100% of their value stored as reserves. For example, the reserves may be 150% of the stablecoin's
value, and be diversified between Ethereum, Monero, Litecoin, and XRP. This makes stablecoin owners feel
secure in their ownership and have confidence in the reserves of the currency.

The third and final type of stablecoin is an algorithmic stablecoin. These coins do not necessarily have
reserves, and are instead backed by a complex algorithm that limits the amount of coin which can be put into
circulation. In this way, algorithmic stablecoins are similar to the current federal reserve banking system, as
they have no real reserve currency and can be manipulated electronically. While similar in this way, this form
of stablecoin does not come backed with the full faith and credit of the United States Government, which is
something that does an incredible job of motivating the economy at a global level and making currency holders
feel taken care of. The lack of reserves in some algorithmically based stable coins presents challenges, such as
when the coin TerraUSD fell by 60% in a single day, and its sister token Luna lost almost all of its value in a
similar timeframe (Markman, 2022). These failures in the crypto market demonstrate the risk of centralized,
reserveless currencies, and have prompted government regulation of the crypto industry.

7 A comprehensive review of three different types of stablecoins: Fiedler, I. and Ante, L. (2023), Stablecoins. Baker, H.K.,
Benedetti, H., Nikbakht, E. and Smith, S.S. (Eds.) The Emerald Handbook on Crypto Assets: Investment Opportunities and
Challenges, Emerald Publishing Limited, Bingley, pp. 93-105. https://doi.org/10.1108/978-1-80455-320-620221007.

8 Figure 2 plots weekly prices of several cryptocurrencies in terms of log deviation from the introduction price.
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In addition to stablecoins, ‘Memecoins’ are another type of cryptocurrency coin that have been making
headlines. Memecoins were initially designed and developed to be a joke, and have no particular utility. For
example, the popular Dogecoin was created in 2013 as a mockery of Bitcoin. Despite its lack of value proposition
and humorous nature, it garnered vast attention and investors due to speculation and publicity from popular
figures like Elon Musk, who allows its use in buying merchandise from his Tesla store (Kay, 2021). Memecoins
like Dogecoin are often centralized, meaning that the creator can inflate the money supply at will. This makes
them ideal for ‘pump and dumps’ and ‘rug pulls’, common crypto schemes where the value of a crypto coin is
inflated and pushed up through promotion or other means, and then pulled out from under investors as large
initial stakeholders dump their share. While memecoins have at times been accepted by the market and
garnered billions of dollars in market capitalization, they are more often than not subject to the cycle of
speculation, hype, and an unfortunate end for those who are left ‘holding the bag’.

To sum up, blockchain technology gave rise to a multitude of different cryptocurrencies. Each type of crypto
tries to solve a specific challenge, such as speed, scalability, or security. However, blockchain technology is a
versatile innovation that has been used beyond the scope of cryptocurrencies. In essence, blockchain is a
robust tool for storing and communicating valuable information. Aside from financial applications, blockchain’s
transparency makes this technology especially useful in a variety of applications. It serves as a foundational
platform that empowers the secure and efficient exchange of information across diverse industries.

3. Applications
Ethereum revolutionized the landscape of blockchain technology since its addition to the tech world in 2013.9

Vitalik Buterin, creator of Ethereum and proponent for decentralized organizations (DAOs) has been praised
for his innovative approach which provides users with a platform for applications that are secure and do not
require third-party interference. In this research paper, we explore why Ethereum is seen as revolutionary,
highlighting its wide range of use cases and exploring how far-reaching implications have altered our
perspective regarding blockchain solutions. Blockchain, first introduced as the underlying technology behind
Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2009), is a decentralized ledger that records transactions across a network of computers.
Blockchain technology has revolutionized the way we interact with digital assets, providing a secure and
tamper-proof platform for storing and exchanging valuable information. Ethereum was one of the first platforms
to recognize this potential, introducing smart contracts—self-executing programs that enable automated
transactions between parties without requiring any intermediaries (Buterin, 2014). This breakthrough
innovation is unlocking a world of possibilities across various industries such as finance, supply chain
management, and beyond.

3.1. Smart Contracts
The blockchain serves as an immutable ledger, recording every transaction accurately and transparently. A
smart contract is an algorithm that runs on a blockchain. This program contain the terms and conditions, plus
the specific rules for contract execution.10 With smart contracts working on blockchain, transactions are
automated and funds are transferred upon successful product or service delivery, eliminating the need for
intermediaries. The combination of blockchain and smart contracts brings unprecedented efficiency to complex
transactions and agreements. The rise of smart contracts has given the developers an ability to build
organizations that are run interily by a software. Getting dividends, taking a loans and even donating for
charity has become completely autonomous.

9 The original consensus mechanism for Ethereum was Proof of Work, where miners were given complex mathematical
problems to solve in order to add new blocks to the blockchain and receive rewards in ETH. As of December of 2020, Ethereum
allowed users to be able to stake their ETH in the beacon chain. By staking 32 ETH you created a validator. This allowed the
transition from PoW to PoS (Proof of Stake) to begin. Instead of miners, PoS networks have validators. Validators are
individuals or entities that hold a certain amount of cryptocurrency in their digital wallets. This cryptocurrency is their stake,
representing their ownership and interest in the network. Validators verify the transactions and ensure they comply with the
network’s rules and protocols. Validators are motivated to act honestly because they have “skin in the game”—if they
validate fraudulent transactions, they risk losing their staked assets.

10 Smart contract requires data which in general is not stored on blockchains. An “oracle” connects the off-chain data into the
blockchain. Chain-link is an oracle mechanism that allows the transfer of data with the same security and reliability properties
of the underlying blockchain (see https://blog.chain.link/what-is-chainlink/).
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3.2. Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) are rapidly gaining traction in the modern world as a
result of blockchain technology and decentralized applications (Dapps). DAOs offer tremendous advantages
over traditional management structures, such as increased transparency, security measures that do not require
human intervention, and the ability to operate 24/7 without human intervention. We will further explore the
different types of DAOs available today and examine both their potential benefits alongside any possible
drawbacks for adopters. Pure DAOs are decentralized organizations that function entirely according to code
and algorithms (their white paper). Governance is managed by transparent, incorruptible smart contracts
which enable the automated execution of rules without any intermediaries—promoting accountability while
eliminating inefficiency (Christidis and Devetsikiotis, 2016). Hybrid DAOs are organizations that take advantage
of two worlds—the security and transparency of a decentralized system combined with some traditional
business management elements. This offers organizations more control than an entirely autonomous
organization while retaining some degree of human oversight. DAOs with tokenized membership are
organizations that are managed through a combination of smart contracts and token ownership. Members of
DAOs hold tokens with voting power, enabling them to democratically make decisions about the future course
of their organization—from implementing new initiatives all the way down to selecting leaders within it.

3.3. Governance
At the core of a DAO are smart contracts, which are self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement
between parties directly written into lines of code. These contracts govern the DAO’s operations and enforce
the rules. Also, DAOs usually issue governance tokens, which give holders voting rights on proposals that
affect the organization. Individuals with governance tokens are empowered to steer the direction of the
organization by putting forward their own suggestions on a variety of topics, ranging from procedural
adjustments to financial strategies. In general, there are two different approaches of large-scale decision making:
convex and concave dispositions.11 During our interview with Vitalik Buterin, the founder of Ethereum, he has
shared some insights into how he sees the future of DAOs, its applications, and the main struggle with
governance and decision making. In Buterin’s opinion, there is a number of use cases where DAOs are especially
valuable, for example, the projects that are specifically maintaining some kind of crypto infrastructure. In his
view, DAOs help fairly distributed groups of people to manage a certain organization on chain. Often these
groups of people, for whatever reason, don’t or can’t have stable banking relationships, or they are spread out
across a wide number of countries. In Buterin’s view, decentralized decision making does a much better job in
the concave case rather than convex case, “I think that for any company that is large and complex enough in
the modern world, it’s going to end up operating a pretty sophisticated ecosystem. And there’s going to be
large parts of that ecosystem that are going to be very concave internally. I think there’s big chance that for a lot
of companies it would make more sense to run more like a DAO.”

3.4. DAPPs
Decentralized applications (DAPPs) are the products of DAOs. DAPPs offer users a secure and transparent
alternative to traditional applications (Narayanan et al., 2016). As Ethereum has become established as the
leading platform for DAPP development in recent years, an array of exciting offerings such as games,
marketplaces, and financial services have been made available on its network.

Decentralized Finance: DAOs are revolutionizing a multitude of industries, including art and collectibles,
real estate, gaming, and financial services. The traditional loan process typically involves tedious steps such
as filling out an application form—both online or in-person—containing personal information like name and
address along with the purpose and amount for borrowing. Banks then run credit checks to evaluate borrowers’
credibility by reviewing their score history and current debts listed on the credit report. After completing a
thorough credit assessment, the bank will assess whether to approve or decline the loan request. Their decision
takes into consideration factors such as the borrower’s financials, outstanding debts, and the purpose of the
loan. If approved for financing an offer is made with details on the amounts borrowed and the interest rate
associated which can be accepted by the applicant after review.

11 The definition of concave and convex disposition: the advantages and disadvantages of both decision making approaches
(see https://vitalik.ca/general/2020/11/08/concave.html).
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Upon acceptance, funds are disbursed via check/deposit transfer followed up by regular repayments
typically done in monthly installments until full repayment occurs (Lamberg and Wangman, 2022). On the
other hand, smart contracts can be used to automate the lending process, making it faster, more efficient, and
more secure. One successful example of a hybrid DAO is Aave (previously ETHLend), which is a decentralized
P2P lending platform that uses smart contracts to facilitate loans (AAVE, 2020). AAVE landing works by
allowing users to borrow cryptocurrency by posting collateral in the form of other cryptocurrencies. AAVE
supports several different cryptocurrencies, including Ethereum, Bitcoin, and stablecoins such as USDC and
DAI. Users can choose which cryptocurrency they want to borrow. To borrow cryptocurrency, users must post
collateral in the form of another cryptocurrency. The amount of collateral required depends on the
cryptocurrency being borrowed and the loan-to-value ratio (LTV) of the collateral, but cannot exceed 80%. For
example, if a user wants to borrow $1,000 worth of Ethereum with an LTV ratio of 80%, they would need to post
$1,250 worth of collateral. AAVE uses a dynamic interest rate model, which means that the interest rate
changes depending on the supply and demand of the borrowed cryptocurrency. Users can choose to borrow
at a fixed interest rate or at a variable interest rate, which is adjusted automatically based on market conditions.
Once the user has borrowed cryptocurrency, they are required to make regular interest payments and repay the
principal amount of the loan by a specified maturity date. Users can choose to repay the loan in full or in part
at any time.

Payroll: In a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), the concept of payroll works differently compared
to traditional centralized organizations. In a DAO, the governance and decision-making processes are typically
carried out through smart contracts on a blockchain, with minimal human interventions. Companies such as
Rise Works are payment processors accommodating payroll for multiple DAOs. When it comes to compensation,
individuals or teams may propose a payment or funding request to the DAO community. These proposals are
typically submitted through a decentralized governance platform associated with the DAO, where members
can review, discuss, and vote on them. A smart contract is triggered to execute the payment if the DAO
community approves a payment proposal. Once the smart contract is executed, the funds are automatically
transferred to the designated addresses of the individuals or teams involved. These addresses can be associated
with their digital wallets or accounts within the DAO ecosystem.

Staking: In a PoS consensus mechanism (such as Ethereum), validators are chosen to create new blocks and
validate transactions based on the amount of cryptocurrency they hold and are willing to “stake” as collateral.
Each validator then earns rewards in ETH for supporting the network. More transactions on the network lead
to higher staking APY. However, the downside to staking very early was being unable to withdraw any of the
ETH deposited and not knowing a timeline for when withdrawals would be available. Liquid staking
derivatives, on the other hand, are financial instruments that allow users to stake their cryptocurrency assets
and receive a derivative token in return (stETH). The price of stETH is pegged to the price of ETH. These
derivative tokens represent staked assets and can be freely traded or used as collateral for other financial
activities, providing liquidity and flexibility to stakers. Platforms such as Lido Finance allow users to stake
any amount of ETH using pooled staking and, in return, receive the same amount in their derivative form. Not
only are users given rewards for staking their ETH, but they are now able to move their stETH into other
platforms and use it to supply liquidity pools on other decentralized exchanges.

Decentralized Exchanges: Decentralized exchanges (DEXs) serve as trading platforms for newer, and less-
known tokens, facilitating cryptocurrency transactions in a decentralized and trustless manner by utilizing
smart contracts to record trades on the blockchain (Angell and Evans, 2021). Prominent examples of DEXs
include Uniswap, SushiSwap, and PancakeSwap. DeFi lending and borrowing platforms, such as Aave,
Compound, Yearn, and MakerDAO, allow users to lend or borrow cryptocurrencies via smart contracts that
automate loan and repayment processes. Nevertheless, DeFi is still relatively new, and the collapse of Time
Wonderland highlights the potential risks associated with leveraging loans and the urge for new regulations.
(Zetzsche et al., 2020).

Yield Farming: Yield farming allows users to earn rewards for supplying liquidity to DeFi platforms, either by
lending cryptocurrencies or contributing to liquidity pools (Hicks, 2022). Examples of popular yield farming
platforms include Yearn.finance, Compound, and SushiSwap. Governance tokens facilitate user participation
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in platform development and decision-making, with token holders voting on proposals.12 Innovative uses of
governance tokens, such as those forked from Olympus DAO, have been observed, with Annual Percentage
Yields (APYs) reaching as high as 1,000,000%—users could stake their OHM (native token) to receive governance
tokens (gOHM) and then stake gOHM to get even higher return on investment.

Social Impact: Ukraine DAO is a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) that aims to support social
initiatives and projects in Ukraine in the course of the Russian invasion. During the first days of the full-scale
invasion, the Ukrainian central bank suspended most currency trading and froze the official exchange rate for
the hryvnia, the Ukrainian national currency. It also banned digital money transfers. Ukrainians struggled to
withdraw cash, and the value of the hryvnia plummeted on informal exchanges (The Economist). Ukraine
DAO was created to help defend Ukraine by supporting the local initiatives in the course of the full-scale
Russian invasion of Ukraine. Here is what Alona Shevchenko, the founder of Ukraine DAO, has shared in her
interview with us: “Crypto remains a controversial subject for many people. But in the early days of the full-
scale invasion, crypto was there for Ukraine’s defense in a way no one else was.” Ukraine DAO remains one
of the most notable projects that set an example of how charity, war relief, and mental health support can be
organized through DAOs. Ukraine DAO has donated more than $7 million to reputable charity organizations
in Ukraine, such as Come Back Alive and OutRight Ukraine Fund, through fundraising and selling NFTs.
This was the largest donation in the foundation’s history. In addition, the DAO has done extensive work
tracking and analyzing Russian disinformation and educating the public on media literacy. The evidence of
war crimes committed by Russia has been collected by Ukraine DAO’s team in Kharkiv, stored on the blockchain,
and submitted to the International Criminal Court, which is unprecedented work for a DAO. Last but not least,
Ukraine DAO has helped to launch the first national course on cryptoliteracy and blockchain in the world, the
online collective continues to fight for Ukraine’s victory by amplifying Ukrainian voices, promoting Ukrainian
culture and fighting Russian disinformation.

In summary, DeFi is a rapidly evolving field with the potential to redefine financial systems through its
core components, which include DEXs, lending and borrowing platforms, yield farming, and governance
tokens.

3.5. NFT
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are revolutionizing digital ownership, giving creators and investors more control
over their digital property. Unlike fungible cryptocurrencies, NFTs are unique, indivisible, and distinguishable
digital assets. NFTs have made a breakthrough in various industries, offering exciting applications and
possibilities. Let’s dive into the different types of NFTs and consider some of the most successful examples.

Digital Art: With NFTs, artists and creators can tokenize their artworks, establish ownership, and receive
royalties through smart contracts. To transform their creations into unique and valuable NFTs, artists are
minting their artwork as digital tokens using platforms like OpenSea (https://opensea.io/). The procedure
entails uploading a digital file that is subsequently assigned a unique identifier and metadata (such as the
original creator) to connect it to the NFT. When an artist mints an NFT, they are essentially signing a digital
certificate of legitimacy that remains permanently embedded within the blockchain. The NFT is linked with
the artist's blockchain wallet. The blockchain register documents each transaction and alteration of ownership
associated with the NFT (its metadata), promoting openness and decentralization. This certificate can be
transferred when the NFT is bought or sold, ensuring the new owner receives the original digital asset and its
associated rights. In addition, NFTs offer a significant advantage for an artist in terms of royalties. Unique
contracts, which are embedded directly into NFTs, can contain provisions for royalty payments. This means
that every time an NFT is sold in the secondary market, the artist will receive a percentage of the profits.

Domain Names: The realm of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) has grown from merely digital art and collectibles
to now encompass much broader sectors such as domain names. This ingenious utilization of NFT technology
offers the benefits of decentralization, ownership, and transferability to the world of domain names. Analogous

12 Read more about Olympus DAO and what is an Olympus Protocol on the official website: https://docs.olympusdao.finance/
main/overview/intro/#:~:text=Olympus%20is%20a%20protocol%20on,the%20prot ocol%2Downed%20Olympus%20
Treasury.
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to digital art, domain names can be tokenized and embodied as distinct NFTs on the blockchain—each
associated with its particular domain name. Leading the way in this space are pioneering blockchain-based
domain name systems, such as Ethereum Name Service and Handshake blockchain. Conventional domain
name systems, such as DNS, depend on central authorities like domain registration providers and the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers. In contrast to traditional domain names, NFT-based domains
leverage the robust nature of decentralized blockchain technology. This reduces the likelihood of interference,
censorship, or manipulation by third parties or governments. Upon obtaining an NFT-based domain name,
users gain full ownership and control over it. The domain’s secure possession is documented within the
blockchain and associated with the user’s wallet address. Thus, the owner maintains absolute control and
can utilize the domain without requiring a centralized registrar. NFT-based domains can be effortlessly
purchased, sold, or transferred among users, just like any other non-fungible token. Transferring domain
ownership is simple and secure because it is executed on the blockchain. This reduces the need for lengthy
domain transfer processes and potential disputes. NFT-based domain names can be used in various ways,
such as creating decentralized websites, setting up (hot) wallet addresses for cryptocurrencies, and building
decentralized applications (dApps). These domains provide users with more flexibility and enable seamless
integration with blockchain-based services and applications.

Tokenized Real-World Assets: NFTs are finding their way into diverse sectors, including real estate. By
tokenizing real estate as NFTs, properties can be divided into digital shares, enabling fractional ownership
and making real estate investments more accessible. For example, RealT is a platform that enables users to
invest in tokenized real estate properties. Each property on RealT is represented by an NFT token on the
Ethereum blockchain. These tokens represent fractional ownership in the property, and investors can buy,
sell, or trade these tokens on secondary markets. In addition, RealT streamlines property management and
rental income distribution using smart contracts.

Event Tickets and Access Passes: NFTs can create unique, verifiable event tickets or access passes, enabling
secure and efficient distribution and transfer. Examples include platforms like GET Protocol and NFT Kred.
Event organizers can tokenize tickets, and access passes as NFTs, minted on a blockchain like Ethereum or
another blockchain that supports NFTs. Each NFT represents a unique ticket or access pass containing metadata
such as event information, seat location, date, time, and other relevant details. NFTs provide a transparent and
secure way to verify ticket ownership and authenticity. Since each ticket is an NFT with a unique identifier
stored on the blockchain, it is virtually impossible to counterfeit. The decentralized ledger records all transactions
and ownership changes, making it easy to trace the provenance of a ticket and ensure its legitimacy. Transactions
involving these tokenized tickets can take place securely through NFT trading platforms. Thanks to blockchain
technology, ownership transfers remain both transparent and secure, leading to a significant reduction in the
likelihood of fraudulent activities. Specifically, NFTs have the capability to integrate smart contracts that
adhere to and implement predetermined regulations or stipulations linked to the tickets. For instance, a smart
contract could limit the times a ticket can be resold, set a maximum resale price, or automatically distribute
revenue shares among event organizers, artists, or promoters. Not to mention, NFTs can create unique and
personalized experiences for event attendees. For example, an NFT ticket could unlock exclusive content,
merchandise, or behind-the-scenes access for its holder. This adds value to the ticket and encourages fan
engagement.

Intellectual Property: In recent times, the utilization of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) for managing patents and
intellectual property (IP) has gained traction, primarily due to their distinct, non-interchangeable, and transparent
characteristics. Similar to digital art, any type of information stored on the blockchain can be securely and
efficiently transferred as it represents patents and IP as singular digital assets. Furthermore, NFTs can store
metadata related to specific patents or IPs, such as the detailed description of the invention, patent number,
filing date, and information about the inventor. By tokenizing patents and IPs, a secure and transparent record
can be established, thus revolutionizing patent and IP management (IBM, 2021). The tokenization of patents
into NFTs involves associating them with a specific blockchain address, typically the wallet of the inventor or
assignee. By incorporating smart contracts into NFTs, licensing agreements, royalty payments, and other
intellectual property-related terms can be automated and enforced upon completion. Additionally, NFT
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marketplaces can serve as platforms for the purchase, sale, and licensing of patents and intellectual property.
The conversion of patents into NFTs enables inventors and creators to capitalize on the expanding NFT
ecosystem, monetize their intellectual property, and connect with a larger audience.

Gaming: Decentraland is a decentralized virtual world built on the Ethereum blockchain, which allows users
to create, experience, and monetize content and applications. The platform was launched in 2017 and has
gained significant attention from both investors and users alike. Decentraland offers a variety of features that
allow users to create, explore, and monetize virtual experiences. Decentraland’s virtual world is divided into
parcels of land, which can be bought, sold, and developed by users. Each parcel is represented as a non-
fungible token (NFT) on the Ethereum blockchain, which allows for ownership and transferability. Developers
can build and deploy dApps within Decentraland, allowing for a wide range of interactive experiences such
as games, social networks, and marketplaces. Users can create and customize their own avatars, allowing for
personalization and immersion in the virtual world. Decentraland is governed by its community of users
through a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO), allowing for a more democratic and transparent
decision-making process (Ordano et al., 2018).

4. Metaverse, Web 3.0
As we look to the future of cryptocurrency, there are three emerging technologies that are poised to transform
the way we interact with the online world: the metaverse, web 3.0, and blockchain domains. In this section, we
will delve deeper into these technologies and explore their potential applications and impact on various
industries.

The Metaverse is a Concept that Describes a Virtual World: A fully immersive, three-dimensional space
where users can interact with each other and digital objects in real-time. It is a vision of the future where people
can live, work, and play in a virtual world that is interconnected with the real world. In the metaverse, users
can virtually live and function as they do in the 'real world'; people can socialize, learn, and conduct business,
all within a virtual environment. The technology used to facilitate the immersion with the virtual reality would
likely consist of a virtual reality (VR) headset, and other devices used to provide stimulation to the user. Some
speculate that the immersion would reach its deepest level through a neural connection, in which the brain of
the user is connected to a device that completely immerses their consciousness and human experience within
the metaverse. The metaverse is still largely a concept and is not yet fully realized, but with the advancements
in virtual reality and immersive technology, it is becoming closer to reality. Elements of Steven Spielberg’s
movie, Ready Player One, are sci-fi representations of the metaverse, and in general resemble the level of
engagement and reality a user would be able to experience through futuristic metaverse technology. The link
between cryptocurrency and the metaverse is established by the need for a fully digital currency in a fully
digital world. Many companies are exploring the potential of the metaverse, and it is expected to have a
significant impact on various industries in the future, including gaming, social media, and e-commerce.

Web 3.0 is the next generation of the internet, a decentralized web that is powered by blockchain technology.
It is a more secure, private, and open web that empowers users to have greater control over their online
identities and data. In 1994, the first version of the internet was established. This version of the internet, Web
1.0, was similar to a large blog—a read only format in which information could be published and consumed
by internet users. Web 2.0, which came into being around 2004, is characterized by the rise of social media,
interactive websites like YouTube, and later cloud computing. Web 2.0 primarily added the ability for users to
interact with websites and applications in a more dynamic and personalized way. Web 3.0 is different from
Web 2.0 in that it is designed to be more decentralized, permissionless, and secure. For example, housing data
on blockchains instead of proprietary private databases of large companies would give individuals more
power over their own data and remove control from the hands of a select few. Web 3.0 also leverages blockchain
technology to enable peer-to-peer interactions and transactions without the need for intermediaries or central
authorities. In this way, two individuals don’t need the permission of a bank to send a money transfer between
each other. Thus, the system is permissionless and doesn’t require the approval of, or mutual trust in a bank or
governing authority. This is because the blockchain has built in regulations and default systems which are not
trust based. This can be seen in the comparison between a bank’s private ledger, and the pseudo-anonymous
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public ledger that Bitcoin uses. Bitcoin is decentralized and built on a system that doesn’t require trust, as
power is spread throughout thousands of computers that make up the global network. Web 3.0 aims to create
a more open and transparent internet that is not controlled by a few large companies or governments. It is
designed to give users more control over their data and privacy, and to create a more level playing field for
developers and businesses.

Some of the key features of Web 3.0 include decentralized applications (dApps) and smart contracts. These
technologies are designed to enable secure and transparent interactions between users and applications, and
to create new opportunities for innovation and collaboration in a more decentralized and democratic internet.

A dApp, or decentralized application, is an application that runs on a decentralized network like the
blockchain. In other words, a dApp is a computer software that operates on a network of computers that all
cooperate to support the application, rather than being controlled by a single institution or central authority.
Amongst traditional apps like Facebook or Twitter, a single firm or group controls all the data and the
functionality of the platform. In comparison, dApps can potentially have higher security and lower failures, as
the data and its respective control are dispersed throughout a network of machines. Think: the distributed
network of Bitcoin nodes as compared to a bank’s central servers. dApps have a wide range of applications,
including social networking, gaming, and finance. As the applications of cryptocurrency grow and expand,
dApps will be increasingly leveraged to drive functionality and decentralization in the ecosystem. For example,
the use of dApps in the metaverse can facilitate more efficient development of environments and promote
smooth transactions between users. Steemit, a decentralized social media application, allows users to create
and share content without any intermediaries, and they are rewarded with cryptocurrency for their
contributions. Because the data is distributed across the network and not controlled by any single entity,
dApps like Steemit provide a lot more data transparency and security than traditional social media applications.
This can make them more resistant to censorship and hacking attempts. It must also be noted that because they
run on a decentralized network, dApps can be more complex to use and may require a higher level of technical
knowledge than traditional applications. As the technology develops and interfaces become more user-friendly,
dApps may very well become an important part of the future of the internet.

Another key aspect of Web 3.0 is smart contracts, which are self-executing contracts with the terms of the
agreement between buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code. These contracts are stored on a
blockchain, which allows them to execute automatically when certain conditions are met. In traditional contracts,
the terms of the agreement are written in a document and signed by both parties. In a smart contract, the terms
are written in code and the contract is stored on a blockchain, a decentralized and secure digital ledger. Smart
contracts can be used for a variety of purposes, such as digital identity verification, supply chain management,
and more. For example, a smart contract could be used to automate the process of buying and selling real
estate. The contract would include the terms of the agreement, such as the purchase price, the date of sale, and
any other conditions that need to be met. Once both parties have agreed to the terms and the conditions are met
(such as the transfer of funds), the contract will execute automatically, transferring the ownership of the
property to the buyer and the funds to the seller. This would remove the logistical need for a trusted intermediary,
in this case a real estate agent, and ultimately streamline the process by saving both parties time and money.
One of the benefits of smart contracts is that they are transparent and secure. The code is stored on a blockchain,
which means that it can’t be altered or tampered with once it’s been executed. This makes smart contracts more
reliable and less prone to fraud than traditional contracts. While smart contracts are still a relatively new
technology, they have the potential to revolutionize many industries by automating processes and reducing
the need for intermediaries.

Blockchain domains, also known as decentralized domains, are a new type of internet domain name
system (DNS) that is powered by blockchain technology. They are an alternative to the traditional DNS system,
which is centralized and controlled by a few large companies. Traditional domains on the internet are maintained
and managed by a centralized, non-profit organization called the Internet Corporation for Assigned Name
and Numbers (ICANN). ICANN then authorizes other companies such as GoDaddy, to be registrars that lease
domains to internet users. Technically, a website is identified by its IP address, which is a unique string of
numbers such as 69.63.176.13. A domain name is connected to a website’s IP address and makes it much
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easier for internet users to access. People who want to visit the website will type the domain, such as
wikipedia.org, into their browser and be directed to the website in question instead of having to remember and
type out a list of unique numbers.

Just as the traditional DNS replaces IP addresses with domain names, blockchain domains replace a
complex wallet address with an easy to use domain name. Cryptocurrency wallets enable users to access,
send, and receive their funds. Wallets usually have a complex, roughly 40 character unique address consisting
of random letters and numbers that identifies the user’s wallet on the blockchain. Blockchain domains function
similarly to a traditional domain, in that they replace this complex address with something more simple, such
as John.crypto. This new, more simple address can then be used to transact in the marketplace. Blockchain
domains are currently known most for their use in simplifying transactions, but are gaining more popularity
in website development. Websites can be hosted on these blockchain domains, which use a decentralized
system that is not controlled by any single authority. This makes the website more secure, transparent, and
resistant to censorship. Each blockchain domain is unique and is stored on a blockchain, such as the Ethereum
or Bitcoin blockchain, which ensures that it cannot be tampered with.

 Blockchain domains can be used for a variety of purposes, such as creating a decentralized website or blog,
establishing a decentralized identity or authentication system, and even creating a marketplace. While future
applications sound promising, the same advantages of privacy and censorship-resistance can also be used for
nefarious purposes like the proliferation of malware, as there’s no central authority to shut down websites
which are hosting and spreading malicious software. Blockchain domains are still relatively new, but they are
gaining popularity as people become more interested in the potential of blockchain technology to create a more
secure and decentralized internet.

One of the latest things being done with blockchain technology is the development of non-fungible tokens
(NFTs), which are digital assets that are unique and cannot be replicated. NFTs have gained popularity in the
art world, where they are being used to represent digital art and collectibles. Each and every single NFT is non-
fungible, meaning that they’re completely unique and able to be identified as such. This is in comparison to
Bitcoin, where every Bitcoin is fungible, or identical to every other Bitcoin. Each Bitcoin token is not unique,
and could be swapped with another Bitcoin token as all tokens are mutually interchangeable. Because of the
distinct, non-fungible nature of NFTs, they are great at representing specialty items such as art, music, and
collectibles. NFTs can be bought and sold in virtual marketplaces, and may have future applications in
facilitating investment in stocks or other digital assets where the transfer of ownership and contract execution
are all automated by the blockchain and smart contracts. NFTs also benefit from strong security on the
blockchain, which is immutable. Contracts cannot be altered or reversed, and the record of sale is easy to
validate as the blockchain serves as an archive of all transaction history. Security risks or NFT theft are the
result of weak software protecting the keys to your NFT. As long as the keys are safe in a strong wallet, or even
written down on a piece of paper, NFTs are secure.

5. Conclusion
In the future, we can expect blockchain technology to continue to be applied in many different industries such
as finance, healthcare, and energy. We can also expect the development of more sophisticated smart contracts,
and more advanced consensus algorithms that can handle a greater volume of transactions while maintaining
security and decentralization. While market consensus can fluctuate, and the crypto market can be very
volatile, the technology that underpins the ecosystem is a fresh breath of air and may be able to add meaningful
value to the world's economic and financial systems.
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